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2018/November Braindump2go 200-155 Exam Dumps with PDF and VCE New Updated Today! Following are some new 200-155
Real Exam Questions: 1.|2018 Latest 200-155 Exam Dumps (PDF & VCE) 193Q&As
Download:https://www.braindump2go.com/200-155.html2.|2018 Latest 200-155 Exam Questions & Answers
Download:https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/0B75b5xYLjSSNSGNZNWlETXdSNHM?usp=sharingQUESTION 145What is a
key benefit of using Cisco UCS C-Series servers instead of Cisco UCS B-Series servers?A. Cisco UCS C-Series servers provide
more flexible disk and add-on card options.B. Cisco UCS C-Series servers provide better processor efficiency.C. Cisco UCS
C-Series servers reduce wiring complexity.D. Cisco UCS C-Series servers are rack-mountable servers.Answer: AExplanation:
https://community.cisco.com/t5/data-center-documents/what-are-the-differences-between-ucs-blade-servers-and-rack/ta-p/3
123526QUESTION 146Which benefit is realized by using a fabric extender?A. improved data ratesB. reduced routing
complexityC. cut-through local, nonblocking switchingD. central control and management by its parent switchAnswer: D
QUESTION 147The number of vNICs and vHBAs that can be defined on virtual interface cards in the servers that are connected to
FEX is dependent on what?A. the number of HBA cardsB. the number of VSANsC. the number of uplinksD. the number of
FEX devicesAnswer: DQUESTION 148Which description of the purpose of an ACI is true?A. exposes parts of an application to
be consumed or interacted with by another application.B. provides a software framework for developers to build applicationsC.
provides a secure platform to authenticate internal usersD. assists developers to understand the underlying code of an application
Answer: AQUESTION 149Which description of a VNTag is true?A. A VNTag is inserted between the source MAC address and
the 802.1Q field.B. The VNTag is used to identify the service level that is granted to a frame.C. A VNTag is based on the
destination MAC address and the 802.1Q field.D. A VNTag requires a Cisco Nexus 1000v Series Switch.Answer: AQUESTION
150Which two elements does a workflow template contain? (Choose two.)A. task namesB. workflow structureC. admin input
valuesD. custom tasksE. script modulesAnswer: ABQUESTION 151Which adapters for Cisco UCS B-Series blade servers and
C-Series rack servers allow configuration of virtual interfaces? (Choose four.)A. M71-KRB. M81-KRC. VIC-1240D.
VIC-1280E. P61EF. P71EG. P81EAnswer: BCDGQUESTION 152Refer to the exhibit. On which slots are the Cisco Nexus
unified ports configured? A. slot 1 and slot 2B. slot 1C. slot 3D. slot2 and slot 3Answer: BQUESTION 153Which two
statements about role-based access control on the Cisco Nexus 7000 switch are true? (Choose two.)A. The default user roles are
network-admin, network-operator, vdc-admin, and vdc operator.B. User roles needed if RADIUS is used for AAA.C. No user
roles are provided by default. It is however, best practice is to configure separate roles for admin and other users.D. Each user is
assigned a unique role.E. User roles can be distributed to other switches using Cisco Fabric Services.Answer: AEQUESTION 154
What is another term for data plane?A. signaling planeB. control planeC. forwarding planeD. management planeAnswer: C
QUESTION 155Where do all Layer 3 interfaces exist until they are assigned to another VRF?A. the management VRFB. the
admin VRFC. the default VRFD. VRF 0Answer: C!!!RECOMMEND!!!1.|2018 Latest 200-155 Exam Dumps (PDF & VCE)
193Q&As Download:https://www.braindump2go.com/200-155.html2.|2018 Latest 200-155 Study Guide Video: YouTube Video:
YouTube.com/watch?v=UpNIHEjTOCg
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